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Yeah, that's really it to me. While, as a lover of wild trout, I'd want to see wild trout absolutely maximized, I
realize that people like fishing for stockies. If stockies were unlimited, I'd have to make some compromises.
But the situation on the ground is that stockies aren't unlimited. And the big, popular stocked streams have had
declining allocations for years. It shows. It shows in the catch rates. It shows in the number of opening
weekend anglers, and the # of youth in the sport, and declining license numbers.
The obvious way to maximize opportunity is to maximize wild fisheries where they can exist, and utilize as many
stockies as possible in the remaining waters.
Now, I realize that knocking a tiny stream off the stocking list contributes a negligible # of fish to a stream the
size of Pine. And there aren't very many class B streams that are stocked, so even knocking them ALL off
wouldn't add much. That said, there are a lot more class C's and D's that are stocked than class B's. And IMO,
many of those offer rewarding wild fisheries. I've topped 50 fish in a day on class C streams multiple times. If
that ain't a good enough fishery, I don't know what is.
I don't know exactly where to draw the line. I won't go as far as saying that if it has a single wild fish, it shouldn't
be stocked. Every situation is different. But I do believe the goal should be that if a stream is capable of
offering a wild fishery, it shouldn't be stocked, saving as many fish as possible for those streams that can't. And
I think the PFBC's line of "capable of offering a wild fishery" is WAAAAYYYY too high.

